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TIPS and TECHNIQUES



CASTING ON
Use an elastic cast-on method. We are knitting hats so a nice stretchy
cast-on will give the hat the most flexibility of fit.
There are many different cast on methods so ensure the one you pick
doesn’t restrict the stretchiness of the ribbing.

STITCH MARKERS
Most of the patterns are written to use stitch marker either to mark
the beginning of round for circular knitting or the mark where crown
decreases will take place. 
There are all sorts of markers available but it can be as simple as tying
a bit of contrast coloured yarn in a loop and placing it on the needles.
Markers just sit on the needles. They are not knitted but are slipped
from the left needle to the right needle as you come to them.

If you don't have stitch markers you will need to work one less knit
stitch before the decrease (K2tog) on each decrease row.
For example if 
Row 1 is [k7, k2tog], 
Row 3 will be [k6, k2tog] and 
Row 5 will be [k5, k2tog] etc

GENERAL STYLE NOTES



SMALL TAGS are use for baby and kid size hats
LARGE TAGS are use foradult hats only

As a general rule the tags are attached with the
top of the tag lining up with the top of the rib
section. Use the same yarn as the brim.
For crochet styles the tag is row or two up from
the edge (about 1cm).

Sew the tag on with three stitches at each hole,
using the same yarn as the brim. Try and line the
tag up with the rib so it looks straight.
Weave ends in neatly at the back.

WOODEN TAGS

Fold over the brim and stitch in place with two horizontal stitches. 
Secure with a few stitches under the tag.
Make sure the tag is the right way up to read MAKE GIVE LIVE correctly

LEATHER TAGS - for Charlie



1 - Position the tag on the front. Make sure the writing is the 
correct way up

2 - Fold up and sew a running stitch to attach along the fold line
3 - Fold the tag down and bring it to the other side 
4 - Push the needle to the that side and take a small stitch through the top of the tag
5 - Take a small stitch through the wool
6 - Repeat along the edge taking small stitches from the tag then hat.

Secure with a few stitches. Cut thread

You will need:
A finished hat, 
fabric MGL tag, 
sewing needle, black thread and scissors

Attached tag!

Finished when folded up
The tags are designed to
read correctly when
folded as well!

ATTACHING FABRIC TAGS for GIVE HATS

1 2 3

4 5 6



SWING TICKETS
All our items go out with a swing ticket.
These give information on MGL, they have space for the item
style, colour, size and space for the makers name. 
They also provide basic care instructions.

We have different tickets for different wools or cotton and
different tickets for give hats. 
From time to time we may have special tickets for specific
projects we work on.

NZ Wool Tickets
These are for all
products whose ball
bands state they are
NZ wool:
8ply Loyal, Bandit
14ply Naturals and
Skeinz Warm.
Usual Styles: Alex,
Amy, Coco, Charlie,
Madison, Mia,
Reagan

Merino Tickets
Not all the merino
we use is NZ wool so
to avoid too much
confusion we now
use one ticket for all
merino:
8ply Orb Merino,
Super Bulky Rowan
Big Wool
Usual Styles:
Cocobear, Misha,
Kat, Taylor, Booties,
Bobbie, Willow

Cotton Tickets
These are for our
cotton products:
Washcloths and
Make-up remover
pads

Give Tickets
All Give Hats also
have swing tickets.
Because makers like
to add their stash
wool to our wool we
don't specify the
content but we do
aim for 100% wool.

Makers can fill in
their name and the
hat size. (This really
helps when giving
the hats). 



1 - Tie the ends of the wool together in an overhand knot
2 - Pull the knotted wool through the fabric tag
3 - Pull the looped end through the knotted end 
4 - Cinch up gently around the fabric tag
5 - Push the free end through the hole in the swing ticket
6 - Loop it over the ticket and pull the ticket through
7 - Attached!

You will need: A finished hat, 30cm leftover wool, swing ticket

ATTACHING A SWING TICKET

2 3 4

5 6 7

1

Please don't bend the swing ticket. Make sure your piece of wool is at least 30cm. this makes
the perfect sized loop to go around the swing ticket without bending it.

If you haven't sewn the fabric tag on, attach the swing ticket in the same looped manner on the
brim near the back seam or join. 

If you run out of swing tickets write your name and the hat size on a small piece of paper and
attach to the hat in the same manner with a 30cm piece of wool. We can then transfer the
details onto a proper tag and attach it easily.

The lucky recipients of hats love to know who made their hat so don't forget to add you name.
It really helps us, and the organisation we give to, to have the hat size on the label so please do
include this detail as well. 



POM-POMS  and BUTTONS
Baby Styles (Cocobear, Misha) ALWAYS have the pom-poms sewn on. 
If you just sew through the elastic the pom-poms are floppy so always
stitch through the pom-pom a few time so it is secured to the hat.  
Make sure the elastic isn't visible 

Adult and Kids Styles have buttons sewn on to the inside of the hats. 
Position the button just of centre so it doesn't cover the centre hole.
Sew the buttons on with matching sewing cotton if possible. This is
stronger and more secure than using wool.
The pom-poms are attached when the hat is sent to the customer. 
Groups won't be sent the pom-poms for these hats

inside COCO

buttons are sewn at the beginning 

of the decrease sections

inside BOBBIE

pay special attention to making sure that

the centre Bobbie is firmly closed so the

button won't pop through to the other side

inside REAGAN
when finishing off the hat leave just enough
room for a small crochet hook to pass
through to pull the pom-pom elastic through.

inside MIA

make sure the button is off to the side, not
covering the centre hole



SIZES  0-3m, 3-6m, 6-12m, 1-3y

WOOL Orb Merino 8ply/DK

0-3m allow 25g 

3-6m allow 30g

6-12m allow 40g

1-3y allow 45g

For two tone versions use roughly half the amount for

each colour. 

Allow slightly more for the top colour.

NEEDLES 3.75 & 4mm or size to obtain gauge

TAG SIZE small

SEWN ON WITH colour to match the rib

POSITION in line with a decrease section

POM-POM  small fur 6cm pom-pom, sewn on

(as a general rule pom-poms match the brim in two-tone

styles)

COCOBEAR is our simplest style.

Cocobear has a 2x2 rib, then knit in stocking stitch with

simple crown shaping using regularly spaced k2tog.

SAND

COCOBEAR

MIST

MIST/SHELL

Identify the first decrease Attach pom-pom here Sew tag inline with this
decrease section.

ATTACHING THE POM-POMS

With the seam at the back, pom-poms are attached at the sides. Find the first

decrease stitch and attach the pom-pom here and slightly forward.

The tag is sewn on inline with the decrease section that is one forward of the

pom-pom.



Positioning
Pom-poms are attached at the base of the decrease sections, and slightly forward.

Identify the first decrease on each side of the hat. Place a marker here and 3 stitches

forward as pictured. The green markers are on the first k2tog of the side and the purple

markers are 3 stitches towards the  front of the hat. (fig 1-3)

Prepare the pom-pom.
Cut a 40cm length of wool to match the hat. Put a needle on each end. Thread through

the pom-pom 1-2cm either side of the elastic. Keep the pom-pom centred. (fig 4)

Pass the needle through the elastic and take a stitch to the side where the needle came

out of the pom-pom. (fig 5) Pull tight. 

Do the same with the needle from the other side. This helps hide the elastic. (fig 6)

fig 4 fig 5 fig 6

ATTACHING POM-POMS for COCOBEAR
Pom-Poms need to be attached securely and in the correct position. 

You will need:

A finished beanie and wool to match the crown section,

e.g.mist for a mist Cocobear as pictured but Shell for a

Mist/Shell Cocobear (even though the pom-poms are grey)

2 small grey pom-poms

2 needles, 4 stitch markers, scissors

fig 1 fig 2 fig 3



Attach the Pom-Pom
Take each needle and place one through the side stitch (green marker) and the other

through the stitch with the other marker (purple) (fig 7). Remove the markers.

With each needle take a stitch through the pompom from the centre to the side the

needle came from. (fig 8)

Bring the needles down inside the hat just below the stitch that had the marker. (fig 9)

Secure the yarn ends
Pull the needle and wool through to the inside (fig 10) . Pull tightly and make sure there

are no loops of wool left on the right side. 

Take a stitch making sure to go through both the hat and pom-pom. Take another

stitch to secure the wool. (fig 11)

Weave the end in by running the wool though 3-4 stitches in one direction then

another 3-4 stitches back in the other direction to secure the ends. (fig 12)

Snip off and repeat with other end of wool.

Do it all again on the other side!

 

Make sure those pom-poms are  correctly and evenly positioned

and firmly sewn on so they won't be floppy or loosen and fall off.

fig 10 fig 11 fig 12

fig 7 fig 8 fig 9



SIZES  0-3m, 3-6m, 6-12m, 1-3y, 4-8y

WOOL Orb Merino 8ply/DK

0-3m allow 30g 

3-6m allow 35g

6-12m allow 45g

1-3y allow 50g

4-8y allow 50g

Tension is important for this hat

NEEDLES 3.75 & 4mm or size to obtain gauge

TAG SIZE small

SEWN ON WITH beanie colour

POSITION at the top of the rib brim

KNIT IN-THE-ROUND PATTERN ONLY!

KAT HAT is knit in a tube with no shaping required so a

great project to learn knitting in the round.

The Kat Face is knit using slipped stitches and a bobble

and the hat is finished off with a 3 needle bind off. So

no seaming required at all!

These techniques aren't as tricky as they may sound

and are great to know.

Tension is important for this hat as difference between

sizes is small.

Measure your hat width a few rows after the face is

finished. If you have the width measurements of a

different size then you may need to start again with

different sized needles. 

If you run out of wool in the largest size then your

tension was too loose.

You will be able to get the largest hat from one 50g ball

GREYSON

KAT

GOLD

SHELL

STONE



SIZES

3-6m, 6-12m
 
WOOL
Orb Merino 8ply/DK

3-6m allow 40g

6-12m allow 50g

HOOK 5.5mm or size to obtain gauge

TAG SIZE small
SEWN ON WITH beanie colour

POSITION one row up at the edge of the earflap

POM-POM

Medium, fluffy 10cm, sewn on

MISHA  is our baby crochet style.
Worked from the crown down. Start with a magic
loop then work in double crochet (US terms) to the
brim then single crochet for the flaps.
Make some tassels and attach with a crochet chain.

Sew a pom-pom on top.

GOLD

SHELL

MIST

MISHA

TENSION seems to varies a lot between crocheters. 
The hook size is a guide only. 
Please go up or down in hook as many sizes a needed.
If a hat is obviously too large or too small try a different hook size. If too small
use a bigger hook, if too large use a smaller hook.
Also take care when crocheting the finishing round across the front, back and
flaps that your stitches are loose so the edge remains flexible

Misha should be similar in width to a Cocobear of the same size but slightly

shallower.



HOW TO MAKE A TASSEL

STEP 1: You will need:
A piece of card 8cmx10cm, Wool, Scissors, Yarn needle
STEP 2: Wrap the yarn around the card. 
Misha: wrap 30 times around 8cm side. Frankie: wrap 20 times  around 10cm.
STEP 3: Cut a  piece of wool and wrap twice around the top. 
For Misha cut a 2.5 metre length. For Frankie cut 2m for earflaps and 40cm for top tassel.
Try to keep the ends an even  length. Pull tight and secure with a double knot (reef knot). 
These ends will be used to attach the tassel to the beanie.

STEP 4: Cut other end of tassel to remove it from the card.
STEP 5: Cut a 40cm length of wool. Wrap once around and tie a knot off centre.
For Misha wrap 1.5cm below. For Frankie wrap 2.5cm.
STEP 6: Fold the short end down to become part of the tassel. Wrap the long end firmly around 3-4 times.
Thread end on to a needle.

STEP 7and 8: To secure the yarn end, pass it through the middle of the tassel just above the wraps. Pull
tight. Make a small stitch and pass the needle back through the tassel to come out just below the wraps. Try
to hide the stitches in the wraps .Take another small stitch and pass through to come out above again. Then
make one more stitch and pass the thread down to become part of the tassel. 
STEP 9: Trim any stray long ends.

1

5

8 97

64

32



 Step 1: Insert the crochet hook under the  loop and the knot that the top of the tassel is  is tied with. 
(It may help to use a smaller hook for this first stitch then return to the hook you used for the beanie)
Step 2: Holding the two strands of yarn together, yarn over and draw a loop through .

If you used a smaller hook in step 1+2 change to the beanie hook size now
Step 3: Yarn over and pull a loop through.
Step 4: Work a crochet chain as usual. 

For Misha make a  20cm chain. For Frankie make a 15cm chain or just one chain for the top tassel.

HOW TO ADD A CROCHET

 CHAIN TO  A TASSEL



HOW TO ATTACH A TASSEL 

STEP 1: Place a marker through a single crochet stitch at the V of the very bottom of the earflap.
STEP 2:Take your tassel.Thread one tail end onto a needle. From the wrong side, pass through the v that the
marker is on to the front.
STEP 3: From front to back pass the needle through the V of the stitch to the left 
STEP 4: Then back through the crochet chain on the tassel in the same point it started from and out the back
to the wrong side. make sure the V side of the crochet chain is the right side of the hat.

STEP 5: Repeat with the other tassel tail going through the marked stitch from back to front
STEP 6: Then passing through the stitch to the right and back through the tassel. Remove marker.
STEP 7: Front view
STEP 8: Back view 

STEP 9: Take the tail on the left and weave it under and up the left hand side. Weave the end backwards and
forwards a few times between rows to secure the end being as neat and invisible as posible. Snip off
STEP 10: Repeat on the right hand side with the other tail end. Weave in and snip off.
STEP 11: Finished Front view
STEP 12: Finished Back view
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MOON

MIST

SHELL

TAYLOR
SIZES
0-3m only

(the pattern has more sizes that we may make

occasionally but in general just 0-3m)
 
WOOL

Orb Merino 8ply/DK

0-3m allow 35g

NEEDLES 3.75 & 4mm or size to obtain gauge

TAG SIZE small
SEWN ON WITH beanie colour
POSITION half way when hat is laid flat. 
NB the tag is sewn on sideways as pictured so it
reads correctly when worn.

TAYLOR is our classic baby bonnet style.

It is similar to Cocobear with added pattern. 

Any cast on is fine for this style as the bonnet is more open.

2x2 rib flowing into double moss stitch then stocking stitch for the crown

shaping.

I-cord ties can either be knitted then attached to the hat or picked up from the

hat edge and worked down, either method is fine.



MOON

MIST

SHELL

SIZES
0-3m, 3-6m
 
WOOL
Orb Merino 8ply/DK
0-3m allow 25g
3-6m allow 30g

NEEDLES 3.75 & 4mm or size to obtain gauge

NO TAG 

BOOTIES are designed to match Cocobear and
our other baby beanies.
They are worked flat in one piece from the sole
up then seamed.
The sole is worked in garter stitch. When all
increases have been made change to stocking
stitch for the sides. 
Shaping is worked back and forth using ssk and
p2tog decreases to shape the top. 
Finish off with a ribbed cuff for a comfy fit.

When knitting the two-tone version, 
MC will match rib brim of a Cocobear and CC
will match the top colour.

BOOTIES

TWO-TONE
MIST/SHELL



SIZES
one adult size

WOOL
8ply / DK
Grey - Loyal
Ink, Mustard and Rust Red - Bandit
allow 100g 

HOOK 6mm or size to obtain gauge

TAG SIZE large
SEWN ON WITH  beanie colour
POSITION two rows up from the edge
(make sure the join is at the back)

ALEX, our adult crochet style.
Worked from the crown down all in single
crochet (US terms).
Again as tension varies hugely with
crocheters you will have to experiment with
the hook size that will give you a hat of the
correct size. 
It may pay to crochet a few Give Hats first to
establish the hook size you need. 
(Be sure to make a note of the size)

INK

GREY

MUSTARD

RUST RED

ALEX



SIZES
1-3y, 4-8y, Adult

WOOL
8ply / DK
Cream, Grey and Rose - Loyal
Mustard - Bandit
1-3y allow 35g
4-8y allow 45g
Adult allow 50-55g

NEEDLES 4 & 4.5mm or size to obtain gauge

TAG 
Small for kids sizes
Large for adult size
SEWN ON WITH beanie colour
POSITION to the side of the pattern panel

POM-POM
Large, fluffy, 12cm
Sew a button on the inside for the pom-pom to
be attached to later

AMY

CREAM

GREY

ROSE

AMY, a little bit of lace.
Amy is a great introduction to lace knitting. It uses yarn overs and angled
decreases (ssk - left leaning decrease and k2tog right leaning decrease) to
create the lace.
Pay particular attention to Row 1 which has the yarn overs either side of a
purl stitch.
Amy will require a bit of concentration and attention to detail.



CREAM

DARK TEAL

SIZES
1-3y, 4-8y, Adult

WOOL
Rowan Big Wool - Super Bulky
1-3y allow 55g
4-8y allow 65g
Adult allow 80-90g

NEEDLES 10mm or size to obtain gauge

TAG 
Small for kids sizes
Large for adult size
SEWN ON WITH beanie colour
(split the wool and use a strand, sew on gently as
the single strand breaks easily)
POSITION at the top of the rib  brim

POM-POM
Large, fluffy, 12cm
Sew a button on the inside for the pom-pom to be
attached to later

BOBBIE is a simple chunky beanie. 
It is extra important to use a stretchy cast on for
this style
Using super bulky wool Bobbie is probably our
fastest knit.
1x1 rib followed by garter stitch and a few quick
rows of crown decreases.
Fasten off tightly so the button to attach the pom-
pom can't poke through to the right side.

BOBBIE

CHARCOAL

GREY



SIZES
4-8y
Adult

WOOL
14ply/Chunky
Countrywide Natural - Charcoal, Oatmeal,  Zebra
Warm - Teal
4-8y allow 55g
Adult allow 70g

NEEDLES 5.5 & 6mm or size to obtain gauge

TAG 
Small for4-8y size
Large for adult size
SEWN ON WITH beanie colour
POSITION inline with a decrease section at the top
of the rib section

POM-POM
Large, fluffy, 12cm
Sew buttons on the inside for the pom-pom to be
attached to later. Position as for cocobear, on the
first decrease stitch on the sides.

COCO, our chunky wool ‘Cocobear’ style for larger
heads.
Another simple quicker knit.
A wide border of 2x2 rib then stocking stitch and
regular crown decrease shaping.

ZEBRA

CHARCOAL

OATMEAL

COCO

TEAL



SIZES

4-8y

Adult

WOOL

8ply / DK 

Grey - Loyal

Ink, Mustard and Rust Red - Bandit

4-8y allow 60g

Adult allow 80g 

NEEDLES 4 & 4.5mm or size to obtain gauge

LEATHER TAG 

SEWN ON WITH beanie colour

POSITION fold over the brim tightly. 

CHARLIE is a ribbed beanie. It is designed to be worn

three ways; slouchy (mustard), brim rolled once for less

slouch (rust red) or twice (grey marle) for a fitted look.

Start with 1x1 rib for the brim then move onto

alternating rib rows and plain knit rows to help speed

thing up!

RUST RED

GREY MARLE

INK

MUSTARD

CHARLIE



SIZES
1-3y
4-8y
Adult

WOOL
8ply / DK 
Grey marle - Loyal
Ink, Mustard and Rust Red - Bandit
1-3y allow 60g
4-8y allow 70g
Adult allow 80g 

NEEDLES 3.75 &5mm or size to obtain gauge

TAG 
Small for kids sizes
Large for adult size
SEWN ON WITH beanie colour
POSITION at the top of the rib band

MADISON, a simple slouchy style.
Madison is another great beginner simple knit.
A wide 2x2 rib brim then change to needles a
few sizes larger than usual to create a loose
slouchy fabric. 
Lots of relaxing stocking stitch then a quick
decrease section.

GREY MARLE

RUST RED

INK

MUSTARD

MADISON



CREAM

GREY

INK

MUSTARD

SIZES
1-3y, 4-8y, Adult

WOOL
8ply / DK
Cream and Grey - Loyal
Ink and Mustard - Bandit
1-3y allow 50g
4-8y allow 60g
Adult allow 75-80g

NEEDLES 3.75 & 4mm or size to obtain gauge

TAG 
Small for kids sizes
Large for adult size
SEWN ON WITH beanie colour
POSITION on a rib section between panels

POM-POM
Large, fluffy, 12cm
Sew a button on the inside for the pom-pom to
be attached to later

MIA is Amy's sister, similar but quite different. 
She has the same lace panel but it is repeated
around the hat for an all over lace pattern.
Pay particular attention to row 1 which has the
yarn overs either side of a purl stitch.
Mia will require a bit of concentration and
attention to detail. Stitch markers between
sections will help greatly.

MIA



SIZES

4-8y, Adult

WOOL

14ply / Chunky

Charcoal - Countrywide Naturals 

Cream - Loyal 

Aubergine and Teal -  Warm

4-8y allow 75g

Adult allow 100g

NEEDLES 5.5 & 6mm or size to obtain gauge

TAG  

Small for kids sizes

Large for adult size

SEWN ON WITH beanie colour

POSITION on the rib section to the side of the large

cable panel

POM-POM Large, fluffy, 12cm

Sew a button on the inside for the pom-pom to be

attached to later

CHARCOAL

CREAM

TEAL

REAGAN 

REAGAN, Cables!
It is an intermediate level knit and requires special
attention when setting up. 
The brim alternates 1x1 rib and 2x2 rib sections
which then flow into the cable panels and the
dividing rib sections. 
On a cable row the same cable is worked for the
whole row. 

Once the required height is reached there is no

more cabling. Decreases are worked to blend with

the panel pattern.

AUBERGINE



SIZES
Adult only

WOOL
Rowan Big Wool - Super Bulky
Adult allow 80-90g

NEEDLES 10mm or size to obtain gauge

TAG  large
SEWN ON WITH beanie colour
(split the wool and use a strand, sew on gently as
the single strand breaks easily)
POSITION at the top of the rib  brim to the side of
the pattern panel as pictured

POM-POM
Large, fluffy, 12cm
Sew a button on the inside for the pom-pom to be
attached to later

WILLOW is great quick knit with just the right
amount of challenge.
Like Bobbie, it is extra important to use a stretchy
cast on for this style.
The hat starts with a 1x1 rib that turns into 1x3 rib
with a fun ribbed faux cable pattern. Pay attention
when establishing the pattern and take extra care
with the crown shaping; it's only a few rows so
take your time.
Fasten off tightly so the button to attach the pom-
pom can't poke through to the right side.

GREY

CREAM

WILLOW

CHARCOAL

OLIVE

TEAL


